Arts and Science News and Kudos

We are excited to have released our Annual Review 2020-2021, and invite you to explore this year’s edition, if you haven’t already, on the FAS website. As it highlights achievements made over the course of the year, the following includes only the most recent news.

- Queen’s University has entered into an international partnership with the Government of Egypt that will enable up to 100 Egyptian students to participate remotely in the School of Computing’s Master of Data Science and Machine Learning. Read the story: Queen’s to train next generation of Egyptian technology leaders.

- The National Gallery of Canada (NGC)’s Diversity Internship in Conservation and Restoration is aimed at engaging Indigenous and Black students, and students from other cultural communities from across Canada. The internship allows four students to prepare for their studies after their acceptance into the Queen’s Art Conservation Program. Each intern will be provided with a $25,000 bursary and a placement in Ottawa in the summer prior to their first semester at Queen’s University. Read the story: Unique internship supports diversity in Art Conservation.

- Queen’s University alumnus David Card, Artssci’78, LLD'99, was awarded the 2021 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences. Read the story: Queen’s alumnus wins Nobel Prize.

- FAS alumnus Greg Vanclief, ArtSci ’91, has taken on the role of Chief Executive Officer at Elentra, one of the rising stars in the educational technology space, focused on providing a complete platform for health sciences education. Read the story: FAS alumnus Greg Vanclief takes the helm as Elentra’s new CEO.